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The concept of the correlation matrix for the stocks' returns is used to study various aspects of
the stock market dynamics. For a given stock Si(t) the return over the time period r is defined as
Gi{t) = In Gi{t + r) - In Gi(t) ~ [Gi(t + r) - Gi{t)]/Gi(t) and the correlation matrix is defined by [1]

(1)

where i,j = 1,..., N enumerates different stocks, averaging is over t=l , . . . ,T > N time points and (T[G)
denotes variance of the variable G. This study is based on two different stock markets: Deutsche
Aktienindex (DAX) and Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA), both comprising the same number of
the companies: TV" = 30. As a basis the limited moving time-window of T = 31 days is used. This
allows to clearly identify a nontrivial time-dependence of the resulting correlations. Fig. 1 displays
the three largest eigenvalues of the correlation matrix (1) and the normalized DAX index. One can
observe strong collectivity: the largest eigenvalue is much bigger than the second largest one. The
other eigenvalues, not displayed in Fig. 1 are still smaller.
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Fig. 1. The three largest eigenvalues of the correlation matrix for 2844 trading days (since January
1988 up to January 1999) with the normalized DAX index (thick grey line).

As a rule, the draw downs are always accompanied by a sizable separation of one strong collective
eigenstate of the correlation matrix which at the same time compresses the remaining eigenstates in the
region close to zero, as has been observed earlier [2]. The increases, on the other hand, are much less
collective in this sense which means that the dynamics spreads more uniformly over the eigenstates.
This leads to an increase of the global entropy. The above characteristics of competition between
collectivity and noise in the stock market are however more pronounced for DAX than for DJIA. This
turns out consistent with the structure of the power spectra calculated from the corresponding global
indices. While both are of the l / / 2 - type , the DAX power spectrum reveals a much smaller dispersion
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than the one of DJIA. This narrowing of the DAX power spectrum relative to DJIA is reminiscent of
a biased Brownian motion, by an external field for instance.
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Based on realistic Shell Model Embedded in the Continuum (SMEC) we study various global
characteristics of the coupling between the bound and scattering states and relate such characteristics
to those of the scattering ensemble. Constructing the full SMEC solution consists of three steps.
In the first step, one solves the many-body problem in the subspace Q of (quasi-)bound states. For
that one solves the multiconfigurational Shell Model (SM) problem:

HQQ$i = E&i (1)

where HQQ = QHQ is the SM effective Hamiltonian which is appropriate for the SM configuration
space used. For the continuum part (subspace P), as the second step, one solves the coupled channel
equations:

$) - Hc<)di+) = 0 , (2)

where index c denotes different channels and Hpp = PHP. The channel states are defined by
coupling of one nucleon in the scattering continuum to the many-body SM state in (JV — l)-nucleus.
Finally one solves the system of inhomogeneous coupled channel equations:

(£<+> - HpP)u\+) = HPQ<S>i = Wi (3)

with the source term Wi which is primarily given by the structure of N - particle SM wave function
$i and which couples the wave function of iV-nucleon localized states with (N — l)-nucleon localized
states plus one nucleon in the continuum. These equations define functions LO\ ' , which describe the
decay of quasi-bound state $i in the continuum.

The resulting full solution of SMEC equations is then expressed as:

where

H$ = HQQ + HQPGP
+)HPQ = HQQ + W (5)

defines the effective Hamiltonian acting in the space of quasibound states. Its first term reflects the
original direct mixing while the second term W = WR + W1 originates from the mixing via the
coupling to the continuum and is energy dependent. It consists of the principal value integral and the
residuum:


